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1.0 INTRODUCTION

The Window Management System (WINDOWS) is designed to
overcome certain limitations on computer decision aids which
stem from the fact that the user of such aids is typically
restricted to interacting with one computer program at a
time. The importance of this restriction is obvious when
the use of a computer decision aid is contrasted to a more
conventional decision making environment. Here, the
decision maker has access to a variety of different sources
of information, such as books, maps, graphs, and notes
jotted down earlier in the process. Moreover, in the
conventional decision making environment, "inputs" and
"outputs" can be physically brought together in many
combinations: a map showing the geographical disposition of
ships may be viewed alongside a table of cruising ranges for
different kinds of ships, despite the fact that these two
inputs are from different sources.

By contrast, a person interacting with a computer
decision aid generally has only serial access to information
provided by the aid, especially when the decision aid is
being run from a CRT type terminal, where the request for
new information usually results in the destruction of data

f 46 currently being displayed. Also, unless the decision maker
has access to more than one computer terminal, he or she is
confined to the resources of the decision aid currently
running. WINDOWS helps users of computer decision aids
approximate the flexibility of the conventional decision
making environment by making it possible to effectively
divide a single computer terminal into multiple
"sub-terminals", each one having virtually all of the
capabilities of a standard terminal. This enables decision
makers to interact with more than one computer process at a
time from a single terminal, which is useful both in
contexts where the decision maker combines the resources of
multiptle decision aids in executing a single task, and in
contexts where the decision maker executes multiple tasks
simultaneously. In addition to bringing together the
various information displays on a single terminal screen,
WINDOWS allows the decision maker to control all of the
computer processes from a single keyboard. Even where
several terminals were available to an individual decision
maker, WINDOWS might have the advantage of providing a
better human-machine interface by keeping the person'ss
attention focussed on a narrower, more manageable field.

A1
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1.1 System Features

WINDOWS is designed to provide a software environment
which enhances the user interface to a wide variety of
computer decision aids. To this end, the system has been
constructed to maximize flexibility, while at the same time
addressing the needs of different kinds of users. Some
notable design features of WINDOWS are described briefly
he re:

1.1.1 Functional Transparency-

There is no difference from the user point of view
between running a program through a WINDOW sub-terminal and
running the same program from a standard terminal. All
commands directed at the program in question have the same
effect they would have if the program were running in a
conventional environment. For example, a CONTROL-C cancels
only the program at which it is directed, and has no effect
on programs running in other sub-terminals.

1.1.2 Macro Commands-

The PROFILE feature (section 3.5.1) enables users to
issue a whole series of WINDOW commands by referencing a
single previously created command file. This option
benefits experienced users by providing for the abbreviation
of frequently repeated command sequences *such as
sub-terminal definitions); but it also benefits occasional
users, or users who are computer-shy, by making it possible
f or them to use command files created by more experienced
users, and thereby take advantage of the WINDOW approach
without having to master its details.

1.1.3 Dynamic Sub-terminal Configuration-

Because the number, size, and other operating
* characteristics of sub-terminals may be changed at any time,

experienced users can maintain an optimal human-machine
interface as the nature of computer decision support
available changes during the course of a task.
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1.1.4 Program Control Of WINDOWS-

Since WINDOW commands can be issued by a program as
well as by the user, designers of decision support systems
can build the WINDOW approach into their aids without
significant increases in programming costs. Similarly,
existing decision aids can often be modified at low cost to
take advantage of the multiple display capabilities of
WINDOWS. In either case, the designer is free to divide
responsiblity for control of the user interface between
decision aid and user in any way which maximizes the
effectiveness of the aid.

1.2 Implementation

WINDOWS has been implemented on a DECsystem-l0 running
under the TOPS-l0 operating system. Although the present
implementation supports only Concept 100 terminals,
forthcoming versions will support a wider range of
terminals.

1.3 Basic Concepts

In order to be able to take full advantage of the

features described below, the user should understand the
three basic components of the Window Management System.
These are channels, information storage areas, and
viewports. Each of th5ese is described briefly below; their
interactions are explained in somewhat more detail in
sections 3.1 and 4.

A channel is a line of communication to the computer
operating system or monitor. All communication with the

0 operating system takes place through a channel, including
requests to log in and initiate programs, as well as the I
transmission of data back and forth between user and
computer program. Since each channel can handle only one
program at a time, and since each terminal ordinarily
communicates through one channel at a time, a regular

* terminal user is normally restricted to interacting with one
computer program at a time. To overcome this limitation,
WINDOWS enables the user to create multiple simultaneously
active channels and communicate through all of them from a
single terminal.
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An information storage area (info area) may be thought
of as a message board upon which user and computer program
eachawrite messages to be read by the other. Info areas
have a number of user-specified characteristics, such as the
length of each line, the character set, and whether or not
data can be entered from the terminal keyboard. In order to
exchange data with a program, an info area must be conne 'cted
to a channel, and once this connection is established, the
program (as well as the computer operating system) treats
the info area precisely as it would a conventional terminal.
The most recently written 30 lines are retained in the info
a rea.*

A viewport is a section of the terminal screen which
functions as a "window" through which the user may view the
contents of an info area. User-specified properties of
viewports include dimensions, location on the terminal
screen, and border.

Under ordinary operating conditions, channels, infoA
areas, and viewports are configured together into what may
be thought of as "sub-terminals", each of which consists of '
a channel which is connected to an info area which in turn
is connected to a viewport. Although this configuration is
the most common, the overall flexibility of WINDOWS is
increased by having the user define each of the components
separately. The absence of arbitrary restrictions on the
configuration of W.INDOW components makes it necessary to
keep in mind certain additional considerations regarding the
interaction among the basic components. These
considerations are presented in section 3.1 below.
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2.0 RUNNING WINDOWS

In order to run decision aids or other computer
programs through WINDOWS, you must log in and enter whatever
commands are necessary to execute WINDOWS. Information on
how to log in and execute programs is available from the
installation at which you are running.

At start-up time, you are automatically provided with a
sub-terminal through which to communicate with the Window
Management System. This "command" sub-terminal consists of
an info area named COMINFO which is connected to the channel
through which WINDOWS was executed, and to a viewport named
COMVIEW. COMINFO is initially defined as having
80-character ASCII lines, and as accepting keyboard input.
COMVIEW is initialized as 80 characters wide and 5 lines
high, with its upper left-hand corner located at the extreme
upper left-hand corner of the terminal screen (i.e. 1,1).
Thus, when you initiate WINDOWS, the screen will go blank
and, until you command otherwise, subsequent keyboard input
will appear only in the top five lines of the screen, along
with WINDOWS responses to those commands. Although you are
free to alter the characteristics of this command
sub-terminal, you should keep in mind that all communication
with WINDOWS will take place through it.

3.0 WINDOW COMMAND LANGUAGE

All commands to t .e Window Management System must be
entered into the command info area, called COMINFO (see
2.0). To return to COMINFO from another info area, enter
CONTROL-G as the first character of a new line. COMMAND
keywords are printed below in capital letters, and may be
abbreviated as long as the abbreviation is unique. Lower
case items which are enclosed in <corner brackets> are
place-holders for user-supplied values. When a group of
items is enclosed in (braces}, then one of the items must be
chosen either explicitly by the user, or as a DEFAULT. All
items in a group which is enclosed in (parentheses) are
optional. User-supplied names of channels, info areas, and
viewports must be unique, and may be any combination of up
to 20 ASCII characters.

WINDOWS responds in one way or another to every command
entered into COMINFO. If for any reason the command cannot
be executed, an error message is displayed indicating the
nature of the problem. If the command is executed
successfully, this will also be made clear either through a
change in what appears on the screen, or by the display of
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message which explicitly acknowledges that the command has
been executed.

3.1 Sub-terminal Configuration

Typically, your first communication with WINDOWS will
be directed at establishing the "user" sub-terminals through
which to run the various programs you wish to run. For each
program you wish to run through WINDOWS, you must create
each of the three sub-terminal components, and then link
them together. If you frequently run the same configuration
of sub-terminals, you will probably want to use the PROFILE
feature to establish the :onfiguration at the begnning of
each window session. See section 3.5.1 for a description of
the PROFILE command. The commands required to establish a
sub-terminal are described below, more or less in the order
in which you would use them. The order is subject only to
common sense restrictions, such as that a channel and an
info area must both be defined before they can be connected.
There are in addition a few simple guidelines which should
be observed to avoid undesirable results.

Guidelines for sub-terminal configuration

1. The width of an info area should be at least as
great as the width of the viewport to which it is
CONNECTed.

2. The dimensions and locations of viewports should be
specified so that no two viewports "overlap", i.e.,
so that no two viewports share the same area of the
terminal screen, even partially.

3. No viewport should be defined so that any part of
it lies off the terminal screen.

With the exception of the last, these guidelines do not
constitute hard and fast restrictions. They may be safely
ignored provided that the user understands certain
additional features of the interactions among WINDOW
componants. These further considerations are explained in
section 4. On the other hand, these further considerations
can be ignored by users who are willing to abide by the
above guidelines.

Associated with each of the sub-terminal components is
a DEFINE command which causes WINDOWS to create an entity of
the appropriate type with the characteristics specified in
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the command string. The three DEFINE commands are described
here.

3.1.1 Defining A Channel -

DEFINE <channel name>

This command creates a channel with the name indicated.
Channels have no user-defined characteristics. For example,
the command

DEFINE channel-i

establishes a channel named 'channel-l'.

3.1.2 Defining An Info Area -

DEFINE INFORMATION <info area name>
[READWRITE, READONLY}
WIDTH <w> CHARACTERS
[ASCII, APLI
END

This command creates an info area with the name indicated,
and with the operating characteristics specified, where

If READONLY is specified, the info area will not accept
terminal input.

w may have any value from 1 to 132.
Tf APL is specified, the terminal character set will be

changed to APL whenever input is being directed to this
info area.

END signals the end of an info area definition.

For example, the set of commands:

DEFINE INFORMATION info-area-i
WIDTH 40 CHARACTERS
END

sets up an info area named info-area-i that retains the most
recently entered 30 lines, each of which is 40 characters
wide. Since READONLY has not been specified, the default
READWRITE is in effect, so info-area-i will accept keyboard
input. Also, since APL has not been specified, info-area-i
will use the ASCII character set.
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3.1.3 Defining A Viewport -

DEFINE VIEWPORT <viewport name>
DISPLAY AREA <w> <h>
FIX CORNER AT <x> <y>
(BORDER, NOBORDER}
END

This command establishes a portion of the terminal screen as
a viewport with the name indicated, and with the operating
characteristics specified, where

w specifies the width of the viewport in characters, and
may have any value from 1 to the width in characters of
the terminal screen (normally 80).

h specifies the height in lines of the viewport and may
have any value from 1 to the number of lines on the
terminal screen (normally 24).

x and y specify the x- and y-coordinates of the upper
left hand corner of the viewport on the terminal
screen. x represents a character position, counting
from left to right; y represents a line number,
counting from top to bottom. Thus the upper left hand
corner of the terminal screen (the origin) is reckoned
as 1 1.

If BORDER is specified, a single line will appear across
the top of the viewport, with the viewport name
centered along it, and a broken line will appear down
the right-hand edge of the viewport. These borders
occupy space allocated to the viewport, thereby
decreasing the area available for displaying data.

For example, the set of commands:

DEFINE VIEWPORT viewport-i
DISPLAY AREA 40 10

# FIX CORNER AT 1 6
BORDER
END

establishes an area of the terminal screen which is 40
characters wide and 10 lines high as "viewport-l", whose
upper left-hand corner lies at the left most character
position on the screen, on the sixth line from the top, and
which has a border. In other words, viewport-1 is the left
half of the terminal screen, from line 6 through line 15,
with the border occupying the left half of line 6, and
character position 40 of lines 6 through 15.
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Having created each of the three basic WINDOW
components, it remains only to link them together via the
two CONNECT commands, and you will have established a
sub-terminal.

3.1.4 Connecting A Channel To An Info Area -

CONNECT CHANNEL <channel name> TO <info area name>

This command logically connects the info area and channel
indicated so that a program running under the control of the
channel will communicate with the info area in the same way
as it would communicate with a terminal. Continuing the
example, the command

CONNECT CHANNEL CHANNEL-l TO INFO-AREA-l

establishes the same relationship between info-ared-i and
any program running in channel-l as ordinarily obtains
between a program and a standard terminal.

3.1.5 Connecting An Info Area To A Viewport -

CONNECT INFORMATION <info area name>
TO <viewport name>

This command establishes a logical link between the info
area and viewport named, and causes the contents of the info
area to appear in the viewport. Although the logical link
establised by this command cannot be broken, it is possible
to remove the viewport from the screen, thereby making the

screen area available for displaying the contents of a
different info area through a different viewport. For
information on how to do this, see the explanations of the
DISPLAY and UNDISPLAY commands in section 3.3.

Since this CONNECT command includes an implicit DISPLAY
command, users who ignore the Sub-terminal Configuration
Guidelines should consult section 4 for additional
information on the effects of the DISPLAY command.
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3.2 Keyboard Control

Having used the DEFINE and CONNECT commands to
construct the configuration of sub-terminals needed for the
task at hand, you are now in a position to begin actually
running a program through each sub-terminal. Since each
sub-terminal is treated by the computer operating system as
if it were a separate terminal, you must begin by logging in
each sub-terminal. When you do so, the operating system
will assign to each sub-terminal being logged in a different
"job number", just as if it were an ordinary terminal. It
should also be noted that each sub-terminal may be logged in
under a different project and/or programmer number. In
order to log in a sub-terminal, however, you must first be
able to choose the info area into which your keyboard input
will go. Before you can log a sub-terminal in, you must use
the TRANSFER command to redirect keyboard input, which has
been going into COMINFO, so that it goes into the info area
of the sub-terminal to be logged in.

3.2.1 Transferring Into An Info Area -

TRANSFER <info area name>

This command specifies the info area to which subsequent
keyboard input will go.

Note: since all WINDOW commands must be entered into
COMINFO, it is not possible to TRANSFER "directly" from
one user info area to another. To redirect keyboard
input from one user info area to another, first return
to COMINFO by entering CONTROL-G as the first character
of a new line, and then issue the appropriate TRANSFER
command.

Thus, the command

TRANSFER INFO-AREA-1

causes subsequent keyboard input to be written into
info-area-l, until the next CONTROL-G is entered, which
directs keyboard input back to COMINFO.

S!
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3.3 Display Management

To facilitate the control of multiple simultaneously
active programs, WINDOWS provides three display management
commands: DISPLAY, CLEAR, and UNDISPLAY.

3.3.1 Displaying A Viewport -

DISPLAY <viewport name>

This command causes the contents of the info area CONNECTed
to the viewport to be displayed in the area of the terminal
screen assigned to it.

This command may be used to retype data which has been
CLEARed from the screen, or to reinstate a viewport which
has been UNDISPLAYed (see below). Thus, if viewport-l has
previously been CLEARed or UNDISPLAYed, its contents may be
made to appear once more by entering the command

DISPLAY VIEWPORT-I.

Users who ignore the Sub-terminal Configuration Guidelines
should consult section 4 for additional information on the
DISPLAY command.

3.3.2 Clearing The Screen -

CLEAR {SCREEN, <viewport name>}

This command blanks out either the entire screen or the
viewport named, but has no effect on the contents of the
info area being displayed in the viewport. Thus, the
command

CLEAR VIEWPORT-l

blanks out viewport-l.

------
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3.3.3 Undisplaying A Viewport -

UNDISPLAY <viewport name>

This command causes the viewport named to cease reflecting
changes in the info area to which it is connected. The data
in the info area when this command is issued will continue
to appear in the viewport even though new data is being
written into the info area. Users who ignore the
Sub-terminal Configuration Guidelines (section 3.1) should
consult Additional Considerations Regarding WINDOW
components (section 4).

3.4 Sub-terminal Maintenance Commands

Although the DEFINE commands are characteristically
used at the beginning of a terminal session to establish the
initial configuration of sub-terminals, they are by no means
limited to such use. These commands may be used at any time
either to set up new sub-terminals or to modify the
characteristics of existing ones. To change an info area,
use the DEFINE INFORMATION command, naming the info area to
be changed, and including just those key words and variables
that pertain to the operating characteristics you would like
to change, followed by END.

Whenever you reference the name of a WINDOW component
which has already been defined, WINDOWS will display a
message noting that the name is already in use, and alerting
you to the fact that it is modifying the characteristics of
an existing info area or viewport (as the case may be)
rather than creating a new one. When the dimensions or
location of a viewport are modified, the information in the
info area connected to the viewport being modified will be
retyped. For example, to change the character set used in
info-area-l from ASCII (originally established by default)
to APL, enter the command

DEFINE INFORMATION INFO-AREA-l
APL
END

The same procedure should be followed, using the DEFINE
VIEWPORT command to change the characteristics of an
existing viewport. Thus, the set of commands
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DEFINE VIEWPORT VIEWPORT-l
DISPLAY AREA 80 10
NOBORDER
END

increases the width of viewport-l from the original 40
characters to 80 characters, and eliminates the border. The
height of the viewport was initially 10 lines and is
unaffected.

Two additional commands are provided to facilitate the
reconfiguration of sub-terminals.

3.4.1 Obtaining The Status Of Sub-terminals -

STATUS [ALL, <info area name>, <viewport name>)

Displays in the command viewport the current specifications
of info areas and/or viewports. Information provided
includes all of the user-defined characteristics entered in
the DEFINE INFORMATION and DEFINE VIEWPORT commands.

3.4.2 Disconnecting An Info Area From A Channel -

DISCONNECT <info area name>

This command breaks the logical link between the info area
named and the channel to which it was most recently
CONNECTed.

3.5 Miscellaneous Commands

Use of WINDOWS is faciliated by the PROFILE feature
which makes it possible to initiate a frequently used series
of WINDOW commands by entering a single command.

L
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3.5.1 Calling A Profile -

PROFILE (file name> (<extension>)

Reads the file indicated and enters each record as a WINDOW
command. If no extension is given, ".DPR" is assumed.

3.5.2 Exiting From WINDOWS -

When you have finished running all the programs you
wish to run through WINDOWS, enter the command:

QUIT

into COMINFO. This command terminates processing of the

Window Management System.

* Note: before entering this command, the user should
have logged off every channel ever logged in during the
course of the WINDOW session. Any channel which has
not been logged off when WINDOWS is terminated will
remain logged in and will be "detached" by the
operating system. This is a waste of computer
resources and should be avoided. If for any reason
WINDOWS is terminated or aborted before all of the
channels are logged out, you should "attach" to each
job number which was assigned to one of these channels
and log it out. See installation user manuals for
details on attaching and logging out.

4A
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4.0 ADDITIONAL CONSIDERATIONS REGARDING WINDOW COMPONENTS

Because the dimensions of info areas and' viewports are
specified separately, it is possible to display an info area
in a viewport which is capable of displaying more or less
data than is contained in the info area. If the viewport is
larger than the info area, the contents of the unused screen
area will be unpredictable. If, however, the viewport is
smaller than the info area being displayed in it, the data
in the info area is seen as if it were at the other end of a
tunnel whose mouth is the size of the viewport and is fixed
at the lower left hand corner of the info area.

Suppose, for example, that an info area which is
defined as having 50-character lines is displayed through a
viewport which is defined as 40 characters wide and 10 lines
high. What appears on the screen in the area assigned to
the viewport in question will be the left-most 39 characters
of each of the ten lines most recently written into the info
area. The right-most character position of each line in the
viewport will contain a '>' to indicate that more
information is available in the info area.

Although this kind of truncation might occur as the
result of an oversight, it might also be intentional: one
might choose to monitor the flow of "normal" data in an info
area by viewing only part of each line, and then expand the
viewport to display the entire contents of the info area
when special conditions occur.

It is also possible to specify the dimensions and
location of two (or more) viewports in such a way that all
or part of of one viewport is assigned to the same area of
the terminal screen as all or part of another viewport.
Since it is obviously impossible for an area of the physical
screen to display two different sets of data at the same
time, only one of any set of overlapping viewports is
actually visible at a time, the rest being obscured by the
one which is visible. In any such set of overlapping
viewports, that viewport is currently visible which has most
recently been referenced in a DISPLAY (or CONNECT) command
(see 3.3.1 and 3.1.5).

Two points should be stressed regarding overlapping
* viewports: first, a viewport that is obscured is completely

invisible, even if only part of it is overlapped by the
viewport that is currently visible; also, the invisibility
of a viewport has no effect on the flow of data in the info
area connected to it. An important implication of these
points is that data written into an info area (either by the
user or by a program) may never actually appear on the

S
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terminal screen. This would occur if the data are written
into the info area when the viewport displaying the info
area is obscured, and are on a line that is no longer being
retained in the info area when the viewport becomes visible
again. The only way to ensure that information will not be
lost in this way is to observe the second window
configuration guideline (3.1). By defining viewports so
that none of them overlap, you can guarantee that all
information written into each info area will appear on the
screen (assuming that all of the viewports are always being
displayed).

4.1 Implications For Specific Commands

4.1.1 DISPLAY <viewport-l> -

1. If viewport-l is currently obscured by viewport-2,
viewport-i will become visible and obscure
viewpo rt-2.

2. If the info area to which it is connected is wider
than viewport-l, each line of the info area is
truncated at the right. When this occurs, a ">" is
placed at the right-hand end of each viewport line
to indicate that more data is available in the info
area.

3. If the 30 lines retained in the info area are more
than can be displayed at one time in the viewport,
the viewport will show the most recent n lines of
the info area, where n is the he-g ht of the
viewport.

The above considerations also apply to the CONNECT
command which links info areas to viewports, since this
command includes an implicit DISPLAY.

4.1.2 UNDISPLAY <viewport-l>-

1. If viewport-l was not obscuring any other
viewport (s) , the area of the terminal screen
occupied by the viewport UNDISPLAYed will become
frozen as described in section 3.3.3.
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2. If viewport-l was obscuring one or more other
viewports, the most recently DISPLAYed of the other
viewports will become visible (provided that it is
not also obscured by another more recently
DISPLAYed viewport).

If, for example, viewport-i is currrently visible and is
obscuring viewport-2, the command

UNDISPLAY VIEWPORT-h

will cause the contents of viewport-i to disappear from the
screen, and make the contents of viewport-2 appear in the
area assigned to viewport-2. Now viewport-2 is obscuring
viewport-l. When the situation requires that viewport-l be
made visible again, this may be done by entering a DISPLAY
command.

t
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Summary of Window Commands

All WINDOW commands must be entered into COMINFO, the
command info area. To return to COMINFO from another info
area, enter CONTROL-G as the first character of a new line.
COMMAND keywords are printed below in capital letters, and
may be abbreviated as long as the abbreviation is unique.
Lower case items which are enclosed in <corner brackets> are
place-holders for user-supplied values. When a group of
items is enclosed in [braces}, then one of the items must be
chosen either explicitly by the user, or as a DEFAULT. All
items in a group which is enclosed in (parentheses) are
optional. User-supplied names of channels, info areas, and
viewports must be unique, and may be any combination of up
to 20 ASCII characters.

Section Command

3.3.2 CLEAR (SCREEN, <viewport name>}

3.1.4 CONNECT CHANNEL <channel name> TO <info area name>

3.1.5 CONNECT INFORMATION <info area name> TO <viewport name>

3.1.1 DEFINE CHANNEL <channel name>

3.1.2 DEFINE INFORMATION <info area name>
{READWRITE, READONLY}
WIDTH <w> CHARACTERS
(ASCII, APL}
END

3.1.3 DEFINE VIEWPORT <viewport name>
DISPLAY AREA <w> <h>
FIX CORNER AT <x> <y>
(BORDER, NOBORDER}
END

3.4.2 DISCONNECT <info area name>

3.3.1 DISPLAY <viewport name>

3.5.1 PROFILE <file name>(<extension>)

3.5.2 QUIT

3.4.1 STATUS (ALL, <info area name>, <viewport name>}

3.2.1 TRANSFER <info area name>

3.3.3 UNDISPLAY <vlewport name>
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